
Rise with us! E v e r y w h e r e  f o r  y o u !



Who arewe?

Established in 2008 with fully private capital, by the Dan brothers, 
Razvan and Raluca, Rise Spedition has as main field of activity the
domestic and international road freight transport by its own or rented 
trucks.

Moreover, the company is licensed for national and international road  
freight transport forwarding activities, its portfolio including more  
than 150 active clients and more than 300 transport companies  
contracted in various countries and locations within Europe, so that  
any destination can be considered “close to home”.

Rise Spedition offers a wide range of transport and logistics services, 
according to the needs and expectations of  every client. Our fleet is 
specialized in automotive, consumer goods, food industry, 
pharmaceutical industry and chemicals industry. 

We love every challenge because only the challenges have helped us to
improve and become one of the best rated forwarding and transport 
companies from Romania.



What is our vision?

Our vision is to implement and observe a permanent development  
plan within our organization and structure, to have a continuous  
quality development and complexity of the services we are providing,  
so that, until the end of 2020 to be nominated in top 3 transport  
companies from Romania.



Since the beginning, we imposed through our professionalism and  
competence, consistently providing quality services to our clients and  
always turning our attention to meet their needs and demands with 
seriousness and devotion.

Our mission is a constructive and efficient use, at the maximum power,  of 
our individual inner strengths, so that we can make the mental  
construction we have elaborated, come true.

What is ourmission?



What values are we sharing?

Through reliability, promptitude and receptivity, we add efficiencyto  
the companies to which we provide services, offering them better,  
precisely measurable results, helping them to justify the confidence  
granted to our partnership.

We are a young team, full of enthusiasm, with well - developed sense  of
creativity, and with permanent goals and targets to obtain excellence  in 
our work.

Our responsibility and flexibility help us to permanently evolve and to  
develop a healthy business, minimizing the risks to which we are  
exposed through the application of some modern and innovating  
strategies.



Our fleet?

Our company can offer for our clients disposal the following own transport 
vehicles:

28 trucks - 3.5 tons;
15 trucks - 7.5 tons;
68 trucks - 40 tons Standard Tautliners;  
18 trucks - 40 tons Frigo, Doubledeck, ADR equiped;





Logistics

Our company can offer storage solutions in our private spaces from all 
over Romania:

·Bacau, centre of logistics and storage- 4000 sqm
·Focsani, centre of logistics and storage- 1500 sqm
·Iasi, storage space- 300 sq m
·Timisoara, storage space- 300 sq m
·Bucuresti, storage space- 300 sq m
·Onesti, centre of logistics and storage- 2000 sqm



Our team?

We are proud to have built one of the most efficient, comunicative 
and involved teams that grew up next to us since our beginnings.



Monitoring systems

Most of the vehicles we can provide for our clients are equipped with  
modern monitoring and GPS systems, so that the transport
coordinators within our team to be able to provide any time 
information regarding the position, as well as on the  activity and 
schedule of the vehicles.



Permanent training

Both for safety reasons and because of a constant need of cost savings,  
for us and our partners, we organize constant training sessions  for our 
drivers, so that they learn a preventive and economic driving  method, 
selecting very rigorously theirteam.



Mobile: +40 740 206 000
Phone: +40 (31) 438 16 04

www.risespedition.ro

Str Oltetului nr. 30,

Bucharest, Romania

office@risespedition.ro
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